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A powerful and efficient algorithm has been designed to

deal with the critical timing problem of the MIDI messages.

This algorithm can convert note events stored in a natural

way to MIDI messages dynamically. Only limited memory space

(the buffer) is required to finish the conversion work, and

the size of the buffer is independent of the size of the

original sequence (notes).

This algorithm's real-time variable properties suggest

not only the flexible real-time controls in the use of

musical aspects, but also the expandability to interactive

multi-media applications. A compositional environment

called MusicSculptor has been implemented in terms of this

algorithm.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 MIDI Definition: From the Programmer's Point of View

According to the definition of MIDI (Musical Instrument

Digital Interface) messages, the MIDI environment on which

most modern computer music research and applications rely

can be described as follows :

The "MIDI Instruments" are the instruments which can

receive, generate or respond to MIDI messages. A musical

piece "P" in MIDI is stored in some electronic equipment as

a "Seq" (sequence). The "acting" of the Seq is a process in

which Seq communicates with MIDI instruments. Of course the

life duration of an acting Seq is between the time Seq

starts acting (start-time) and the time it is stopped

(starttime + piecelength). Here, piece_length is measured

in ticks. We set starttime to be zero when we start acting

Seq and use a variable tf (time flow) to keep track of the

proceeding time of an acting Seq ( 0 tf S piecelength ).

A Seq is a set of tracks. A Trk (track) is a set of MIDI

events. A MIDI event "E" consists of two elements (Figure 1

shows their relationship ). The first one is the "Time
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Stamp", and the second one is the behavior. An E is said to

be "performed" if E is sent to a MIDI Instrument and gets

some results related to some musical purposes. Hence we can

know that the "acting" of a Seq is the result of performing

the events of Trk(s) of the Seq.

The events in Trks are performed simultaneously and

sequentially and are synchronized by the time flow "tf".

Figure 1

Seq

Trk [ 1] , Trk [ ']

event[1][1] .. event[1][n] event[N][1] .. event[N][m]

Time-f Dispatch Quantity Time- Dispatch Quantity

Stamp Type ID Fields Stamp Type ID Fields

[1][1] [1][1] [1][1] [N][m] [N][m] [N][m]

<event[i][j]> <Time_Stamp[i][j]><Dispatch/Type ID>

<Quantity Field(s)>

<Trk[n]> <event[n][1]><event[n][2]>...

<Seq> <Trk[1]><Trk[2]><Trk[3]>...

a) An event of Trk#i
b) A Trk is a set of MIDI events
c) A Seq is a set of Trks
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The "Time Stamp" is a data field of E which stamps the exact

time measured from the "starttime" of Seq when E should be

performed. The time in MIDI world is measured in "ticks".

For example, 120 ticks may represent the time duration of a

quarter note. In general, we don't know how many seconds

120 ticks lasts before the tempo speed is specified, and the

tempo speed may be changed while Seq is acting. Anyway, we

can calculate the absolute time duration of n ticks (n>=0)

by the formula

t = (n/120)*(60/tempo(tf))

where t is the absolute time duration of n ticks in seconds,

tf is the time flow of Seq, and tempo(tf) is the function of

tf measured in B.P.M. (Beat Per Minute)

The behavior of E is described by one "Dispatch/Type" field

and some number of quantity field(s) which provide the

necessary information that E should have. To simulate human

performance on musical instruments, MIDI defines two major

types of messages: "note messages" and "non-note messages".

1.2 MIDI note & non-note messages

"Note messages" are messages used to turn ON or OFF notes in

a MIDI instrument. The reaction of a MIDI instrument

receiving a "note-ON" message is similar to that of striking

a key on a piano keyboard -- the note will keep sounding
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until the fingure is released from the keyboard. The

"note-OFF" message is the same as the notification of

releasing the finger -- commanding the MIDI instrument to

turn off the sounding note. The "non-note messages"

including "Pitch Bend", "Note After Touch", "Control Change"

etc. are used to mimic the very details of a performer's

playing. A "Type ID" is included for every MIDI event to

specify what type of message it is. This is the reason why

MIDI message has a "Type" data field.

In considering a quartet, we can, from the above

definitions, simulate only the performance of one performer.

We do need some other references to dispatch MIDI events to

allow "multi-performer" performances. "Channel numbers" are

introduced to satisfy this purpose. Usually, people set

their MIDI instruments by assigning different channels

different timbres and flagging each "track" a channel

number. In this case, each track represents one performer.

If one Seq contains four Trks and each Trk has a different

channel number, we produce a quartet. The Type and

Dispatch IDs are ORed together in order to get the

"Dispatch/Type" data field for MIDI events.

Example 1

90h is the Type ID for "note messages". If this

note belongs to channel 0, the Dispatch/Type
value will be (90h OR Oh) = 90h. If it belongs
to channel 3, the value should be 93h.
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After specifying the Dispatch/Type field, we need some

extra values to indicate the quantity for its corresponding

type of message. For instance, to turn a note ON, we need

to know not only the timbre of the note (by Dispatch/Type

data) but also the pitch value and its velocity (loudness)

value. To bend the pitch bender, we surely need to know the

bend range value. These values are represented in

hexadecimal from 0 to 7F. Each MIDI event has one or two

data fields for these values.

There are examples of some MIDI events in Figure 2. The

first line is a note-ON message to turn note#77 of channel#1

ON by the velocity 40. This note will be turned OFF at the

30th tick. In the middle of this note (the 20th tick), one

pitch-bend message is emitted to bend the sound of channel#0

to range 88. Nevertheless, this pitch-bend message will not

influence the sounding note (#77) because these two messages

belong to different channels. At the 40th tick, we turn two

notes (#66 and #60) ON. But note#66 will be turned OFF at

the 50th tick while the note#60 is still sounding. Finally,

the note#60 will be turned off at the 60th tick.
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10 91 77
20 EQ 88
30 91 77
40 90 66
40 93 60
50 90 66
60 93 60
{ In Hex

40
0
0
FF
FO
0
0

channel#I
channel#0
channel#I
channel#0
channel#3
channel#0
channel#3

Figure 2

note#77 ON by the velocity 40

pitch bend with the range 88

note#77 OFF (for velocity is 0)

note#66 ON by the velocity 127

note#60 ON by the velocity 120

note#66 OFF
note#60 OFF

The 1st column is the "Time Stamp" of each event in

ticks. The 2nd column is the Dispatch/Type field

where 90 is the note-on ID for channel#0, EQ is the

pitch-bend ID for channel#0.

6



CHAPTER II

GOALS & PROBLEMS

2.1 Goals

To build an interactive, algorithmically real-time

compositional environment, the following goals must be

achieved.

1) A simple data structure which can store both note and

non-note messages efficiently, and the data stored in

this data structure should be editable (updating,

deletion, insertion, rearranging...) easily.

2) An algorithm which converts the data stored in the data

structure to MIDI events.

3) An auxiliary algorithm which handles "instant events"--

the events which are generated by users or by some

other programs while the Seq is acting--by merging

these instant events with fixed events in real time.

(The fixed events are the events which have been stored

in the data structure before the Seq starts acting.)

4) An auxiliary algorithm which adjusts the number of MIDI

event streams generated by the algorithm lisited in (2)

to optimize the system's performance.

7
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2.2 Related Problems

Assume we arrange our data in the following way: One Seq

has N Trks. The note events are stored in each Trk in

incremental order according to the time stamp of each note.

The array notes[1..N] is used to count the note number of

each track. The array convert_index[1..N] is used for each

track to point to the next note which will be converted

next time when the system refers to one selected track.

The structure trackend[1..N] is used to notify the

situation that the convertindex has reached the end of its

track. Another array ttf[1..N]) is used to keep track of

the time flow of each track. Since the time flow (song

position) tf of Seq is variable (0 5 tf s piece_length),

convert_index[1..N] should be initialized by the the

following C routine each time when a Seq acting is

requested.

Figure 3

set_convert_index()

{
for(i=1;i<=N;i++)
{

trackend[i]=FALSE;
convertindex[i]=1;
for(j=1;j<=notes[i];j++) if( t[i][j] >= tf ) break;
convert index[i]=j;
ttf[i]=t[i][j-1];

if(j==notes[i] && t[i][j]<tf) track end[i]=TRUE;

}
}



Example

t

Trk[1] 0
30
60
200

dur
20 0

200
20

27
-1

pit.

77
75
70
0

vel.

60
70
30
0

Trk[2] 20 100 66 57
30 300 65 70
120 33 78 50
330 -1 0 0

Channel[1]=O; Channel[2]=2

2

MIDI message stream
0 90 7760
20 92 66 57
30 90 75 70
30 92 65 70
50 90 75 0
60 90 70 30
87 90 70 0
120 92 66 0
120 92 78 50
153 92 78 0
200 90 77 0
330 92 66 0

Each track ends with a label with dur equaling to -1 and t
equaling to max( t(i,j) + dur(i,j) ) i=1,2,..N

j=1,2,..notes(i)

Examine Example 2. The 1st column of the converted MIDI

message is the time stamp, and the 2nd column is the

Dispatch/Type data while the 3th and 4th columns are the

quantity data of notes ( pitch value and velocity value ).

Suppose that we set tf to be 0 and execute

setconvertindex() to initialize the arrays before we

start converting Seq to MIDI messages, we have ttf[1]=0 and

ttf[2]=20. Simply, we know that the first note of Trk[1] is

the first one that should be transformed to MIDI message,

and the note-ON event should be emitted to the MIDI

instrument immediately. But the note-OFF event should be

delayed until the timer counts to the 200th tick. Between

the 0th and the 200th tick, the system still has further

9
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actions to perform.

Since note[1][1] has been converted, we increase its

convertindex[1] by 1 and load t[1][convert_index[1]] to

ttf[1]. Then by comparing the ttf[] of these two tracks, we

get ttf[1]>ttf[2], and we know that note[2][1] is the next

one to be converted. By converting note[2][1], we get one

note-ON event at the t[2][1] = 20th tick, and one note-OFF

event at the (ttf[2]+dur[2][1]) = 120th tick. So these two

new MIDI events should be merged to the original output MIDI

message stream containing two elements with time stamps 0

and 200 respectively. Similarly, we increase the

convert_index[2] by 1 and repeat the whole process again and

again until all notes have been converted.

From the experience in Example 2, it is easier to address

the difficulty: Between one pair of note-ON and note-OFF

events, we don't exactly know how many pairs of events

should be merged into the same data stream. tf is the

variable which keeps track of the last time stamp that has

been emitted to MIDI instrument. So tf will change as the

Seq is acting. Each note event has a duration, and at the

end of the duration, one note-OFF message which has been

buffered should be emitted when tf has counted to its time

stamp value. Because the number of track is not fixed

either before or after the Seq starts acting, we can not

decide the buffer size before every note of every track has
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been converted by the previous process.

Assume there 60 Trks in a Seq. The first note
t dur pit vel

of Trk#1 is : -------------. The first ts of the other
0 100 77 60

59 Trks all have the same value 0, the dur of these 59

Trks are random numbers between 80 and 120. In this case,

the buffer size of the first beat will be 60x2xsizeof(one

of MIDI message). Also, we are not sure of the correctness

of the order of the converted MIDI messages before we

convert the first notes of every Trk because the note-OFF

message could be merged into anywhere of the data stream.

Let's consider a more complicated case: all the second

notes of Example 3 have the same t value 100, and the durs

of these notes are random numbers between 1 and 40. The

only thing we can know ahead is that all these MIDI message

will appear between the time 0 and 140 (ticks), and the

buffer size needed to handle this situation is

120x2xsizeof(one unit of MIDI message).

There will be an unpredictable order of these note-ON and

note-OFF message before we really go through all of these

notes. It appears that we must go through every note in the

complete Seq to get the right answer if we follow the

previous conversion precess.

Vn a lit P .L 1c;
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2.3 The Unbound-buffer Solution

If we think about one solution without being concerned about

the real-time abilities of the system, and restrict the

output data stream number to be one, one intuitive answer

may be using a buffer (out-buffer) to store the MIDI events

converted from the note events of tracks. Every note in

Seq should be converted to MIDI events and pushed to the

buffer before any Seq acting request ! (We call it the

unbound buffer solution.) Figure 4 demonstrates this

approach.

Since every note will be converted before Seq starts

acting, this solution will be correct if it is applied to

Example 3, as long as the memory space is large enough to

hold both the original note-event and the MIDI events

buffer.

Figure 4

}

for(i=O; i(N;i++)
{
for(j=O;j<notes[iI;j++)
{

merge the note-ON ev
note of the ith trac
with this note's tim

merge the note-OFF e
note of the ith trac
with this note's tim
duration of this not

}

ent of the jth
k to outbuffer
e stamp.

vent of the jth
k to outbuffer
e stamp + the
e.
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Nevertheless, since every note event will be dispatched into

one note-ON and one note-OFF MIDI events, the memory space

needed 'to store the these two MIDI events will be almost

twice that needed to store the original note event. Hence

only 1/3 memory space can be used to store Seq, the other

2/3 should be reserved for the outbuffer. Of course, this

is far too inefficient.

It is also very inflexible because every note in Seq

would have to be converted to two MIDI events and pushed to

the buffer before any Seq acting request. This will prevent

realization of our 3rd and 4th goals.

If the user wants to decide the value of duration of each

note right before one note is being converted, then how can

this be accomplished? Before the dur is decided, we have no

way of knowing how many MIDI events should be merged between

the note-ON and note-OFF time of the converting note. What

if we have some other accompanying functions which monitor

the melody of a human performer's play, and then let this

system generate streams of new note events which should also

join the comparison process with the existing tracks as we

demonstrated?

Unfortunately, the solutions based upon the ideas similar to

the unbound buffer solution can not meet our requirements.



CHAPTER III

THE REAL-TIME MERGING-BUFFERING TECHNIQUE

3.1 System Environment and Terminologies

. We call the buffers we are going to introduce the

"merging buffers".

" There are M MIDI output ports and 1 MIDI input port

available in our system. All of these M output ports

are equivalent and are using the same 16 channels to

transmit data.

* Assume that the MIDI interface card can transmit/

receive MIDI messages with "cumulative" time stamp.

And the card can retrigger the notes whichever have

been turned ON but haven't been turned OFF yet if we

try to turn on sounding notes again.

" A MIDI event is emitted if it has been sent to one

of the M output ports.

. We use the data structure listed in Figure 5 to

store the MIDI events of each buffer.

" We create one merging buffer for each output port.

3.2 Global Variable Definition

send_data request[i] : the interrupts sent by the MIDI
interface to request data from the

host computer to the output port#i

receive_data_request : the interrupt sent by the MIDI
interface to inform the host computer

that some data have been received
from the input port.

STOP : the interrupt generated by the user
or by the system itself to break the

14
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buf_end

tf

m_buf[i][j]

m_enable[i]

nomore[i]

buf_indexli]

mcnt[i]

note_on_cnt [i]

ttf[k]

acting loop

the end mark used to inform the
situation that no more data need to be
processed. ( Communication port should
be closed after receiving this mark. )

the time flow used to keep track of the
acting Seq

the array entry used to store the jth
MIDI event of merging buffer#i

the Boolean flag used to enable/disable
converting note events to MIDI events and
control the size of merging buffers

the Boolean flag used to inform the
algorithm that no more data need to be
converted for the ith merging buffer

the pointers used to point to the next
emitting event for each merging buffer

: the array entry used to count the number
of converted events stored in merging
buffer#i

the array entry used to count the number
of note-ON events of merging buffer#i

the time flow of Trk#k used to keep track
of the acting Trk#k

merge_table[k] : the table used to schedule Trk#k to one
of the M merging buffers.

note[n][l] : the array entry used to store the lth
note event of Trk#n. ( The Trk from #1
to #N are the regular Trks while the
Trk#(N+1) to Trk#(N+m) are the real-time
Trks generated after the Seq starts
acting. The elements in Trk#n have
already been arranged in the incremental
order corresponding to their time
stamps.

notes[k] : the array entry used to store the note
event number of Trk#k

convert_index[k] : the position index used to point to the
converting position of Trk#k
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trackend[k]

rt note[m][]

next track

MAX_RT

MAX

MIN

** i=1 to
** 1=1 to

: the Boolean flag used to inform the

situation that Trk#k has met its track

end label

: the array used to store the "temporarily

generated" real-time Trks where m has the

maximum Trk number for these Trks

the index used to point to the next Trk

whose "convertindex pointing note" is to

be converted

the constant used to limit the maximum

real-time Trk number

: the constant used to limit the maximum

number of the noteON events in merging

buffers

: the constant used to limit the minimum

number of the note-ON events in merging

buffers

M; j=1 to m_cnt[i]; k=1 to N; **

notes[k]m=O to MAXRT; n=1 to N+m; **

3.3 Data Structure

To distinguish the note data from the temporary MIDI output

messages, I call the data structure in Figure 6 the MIDI

events and the structure in Figure 5 the note events.

I use a double word field mt for MIDI events to simplify

the description. Actually, further work can be done to save

memory. Instead of storing the actual time stamp of each

note event, I can just store the time difference of two

adjacent note events. As usual, two bytes will be enough to

store the time difference of notes. This kind of time stamp

is called a "non-cumulative time stamp".
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-Figure 5

-FigureI

m_buf[iI[j]= {

}

double word mt,
byte dt,
byte vall,
byte val2

6

/* Time Stamp */
/* Dispatch/Type ID */

My philosophy of designing the data structure is to allow

the most convenience and flexibility for users and

subprograms.

The most significant part of this data structure definition

is the "dur" field. Although dur is not a part of real MIDI

messages, I put it into the structure for the following

reasons

1) A way to save memory. Instead of storing note-ON and

note-OFF events separately, I regulate the time

difference of a pair of note-ON and note-OFF events to

dur. The merging buffer will be able to reform the

note[i][j] = {
double word t,
word dur,
byte vall,
byte val2

/* 1 byte has 8 bits */

where i is the track number this note belongs to; j is
the index number of this note in track#i. t is the time
stamp of this note. vall & val2 are used to store its
quantity values.
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note-ON and note-OFF events by referencing the dur

value. In this way, I can reduce the memory space

needed to store note events. Example 4 illustrates

this convention.

2) A natural way to store note events. This also

give the system the ability to deal with the "note-

score approach" used in traditional algorithmic

composition.

3) A way to keep consistency. The duration of notes can

be edited, transformed and manipulated as well as

other data fields. This maintains the consistency in

the algorithmic composition, i.e. any musical

parameters can be operated by the same algorithm.

example 4

t dur pit vel

The note-: ------------ stored in the data

0 200 76 50

structure defined above can also be store in real MIDI

message form 0 76 50
200 76 0

The information duplication is seen clearly from this

example. If we store note events in this way, it will

be very hard to change the duration values of notes

because there may have unknown number of MIDI messages

between this pair of events.
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By using the data structure in Figure 5 to store note

events, we can change the values of certain data field of a

group of notes easily. For example, we can keep the

Time_Stamp (t), velocity (val2) and duration (dur) of notes

of a Seq unchanged and decide the pitch values by some other

operations. The operations canbe "read data file" where

the file has been previously generated by some subprogram in

some other algorithm, can be "weighted random probability

distribution data", can be the pitch (others as well) value

extracted from some other Seq, or can be decided by the

computer mouse, game peddle, or even a MIDI microphone.

These operations can be applied to any field of note[][]

without any further work. These fields can even be

interchanged with each others, say the velocity values can

become duration values, and pass the original duration

values to the velocity field. Of course, to allow such a

flexible capability, some "type checking" work should be

done before storing these values into the data structure.

3.4 System Description

Before I begin to describe the algorithm, I need to model

the problem. I assume that the I/O buffer size of MIDI

instruments is infinite, and every MIDI instrument has the

ability to send/receive/respond messages without mistakes.

In this way, I am minimizing the problem to be able to
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send/receive proper MIDI messages at proper time to/from our

data base. Actually, according to the definition of MIDI

messages, it doesn't define error messages for communication

between MIDI instruments.

I mentioned that MIDI messages have been divided into two

categories: the note-message and the non-note-message.

Reviewing the example in Figure 2, we can see that each

note-ON will have a note-OFF coming after it. Subtracting

the time stamp of the noteOFF event by the time stamp of

its corresponding note-ON event, we get a non-negative value

(in ticks) which is the time duration the note should sound.

I call this duration "dur" and define the data structure

for storing Seq as Fig.3. Another dispatch index array

"channel[i]" is used for each track. I didn't use any

index array "Type[i]" because one track may contain several

types of non-note events, and most of the MIDI messages are

the note-messages with the pitch value stored in vall[i][j]

from 0 to 7F. I make use of the 8th bit of vall[i][j] as

the "non-note-message flag". If this bit is set, the

absolute value of vall[i][j] will refer to the Type-ID of

this non-note message and val2[i][j] will be its quantity

value. Otherwise, vall[i][j] represents the pitch value of

this note and val2[i][j] is its note-ON velocity value.

Note that a non-note-message doesn't have a "dur". We can

always set the dur of a non-note-message to be zero.
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What I want to accomplish is to design an algorithm to

convert the note events from the data base "Seq" to MIDI

message streams by using as little buffer space as needed.

In the same time, the algorithm should be able to send these

converted MIDI messages from these merging buffers to the

MIDI instrument(s) at proper time. The "converting" and

"emitting" actions will happen simultaneously. Furthermore,

I want to develop an algorithm which can not only work on

the fixed data ( the Seq in the data base ), but also take

care of the real-time data as well. The real time data are

streams of numbers generated by the user or by some other

functions while the Seq is acting. My algorithm needs some

extra work to examine the occurrence of real-time data,

check the time stamp of these data and merge them to the

MIDI message stream in real time. Figure 7 shows the

diagram.
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3.5 The real-time merging-buffering algorithm

Figure 8

call_merging buffer(int buf)

{
s1: if ((menable[buf]==FALSE) OR

(nomore[buf]=TRUE)) return; /* the guard */
s2: Examine the merge_table[i] from i=1 to N, get the

index of the Trk "n" so that
note[n][convert_index[n]].t has the smallest value

among those Trks whose mergetable[i] == buf AND
trackend[n]==FALSE, and store the index number to

L the variable nexttrack.
s3: note' = note[next_track][convert_index[next_track]]
s4: out = note'.t
s5: if( note'.vall >=O ) /* note messages */

{
push buffer(buf, out, note'.vall, note'.val2,

channel[next_track]); /* note-ON */

push buffer(buf, (out + note'.dur), note'.vall, 0,
channel[next_track]); /* note-OFF*/

mcnt[buf] = m_cnt[buf] + 2;
note_on_cnt [buf ] = note_on_cnt [buf ] + 1;

}
else /* non-note messages */

{
push buffer(buf, out,dispatch(note' .vall,

channel[nexttrack]),note'.val2,
channel[nexttrack]);

m_cnt[buf] = mcnt[buf] + 1;
note_on_cnt[buf] = note_on_cnt[buf] + 1;

}
/* the function dispatch() is used to get the */

/* Dispatch/Type ID for non-note messages */
s6: convert_index[next_track] =

convert_index[next_track] + 1
s7: if( note[next_track] [convert_index[next_track]] .dur

- -1)

{
track_end[next_track] = TRUE;
Push an end mark to m_buf[buf] Examine the

track_end[i] of Trks whose merge_table[i] == buf

to see if every track_end[i] == TRUE. If yes,
set no_more[buf] = TRUE and push an buf_end mark
to the mbuf[buf]

}
s8: if( note_on_cnt[buf] >= MAX ) enable[buf] = FALSE;

}
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Figure 9

push buffer(int buf, double word t, word dur,

byte vall, byte val2, byte ch)

{
si: for(i=m_cnt[buf];i>0;i--)

{ if( m buf[buf][il.mt <= t ) break; }

s2: insert the new event between mcnt[buf][i] and

m_cnt[buf][i+1] and readjust the array indexes. ]
}

Figure 10

acting()
{
setreal_time_Trks();
set_convert_index ();
set_mergetable ();
presetbuffers();
setup_IO_environment();
while(not STOP)

{
if ( send_datarequestl[buf ] )
{

event' = m_buf[buf][bufindex[buf ]];

if(event' != buf_end) { emit(event'); tf = event'.mt; }

else { closeport(buf); continue; }

ttf[buf] = event'.mt;

[ if event' is a note-ON or nonnote event ]

note_on_cnt[buf] = note_on_cnt[buf] - 1;

m_cnt[buf] = mcnt[buf] -1;
bufindex[buf] = buf_index[buf] + 1;

}
if( receive_data_request)
transform the received MIDI messages into

the format of note structure and store them

in note[N+1][1..notes[N+1]]
realtime_function();
if( note_on_cnt[buf] <= MIN ) m_enable[buf] = TRUE;

while(menable[buf] == TRUE ) callmergingbuffer(buf);
}
stopacting();
storerealtimeTrks();

}
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Since I want to implement this algorithm in a single CPU

personal computer, my goal is to save as much CPU time as

I can to deal with real-time consideration while a Seq is

acting. From the definition of note[][], I assume that the

note events in each Trk have already been arranged in

incremental time order. Since the ordering can be done in

the "score-editing" stage, I can have more time to be

concerned about the ordering of MIDI events during the

acting time.

Figure 8,9,10 list three main routines of the system. The

brackets in these figures indicate function blocks for

convenient reason. These blocks are easy to implement, and

I will not further focus any attention on them.

The highlighted words are either variable names or function

names. Before I begin to discuss the properties of this

algorithm, I need to explain the purposes of some functions

that I used directly in these routines.

I have arranged MAXRT Trks for the use of the real-time

data. Since there should not be any real-time Trk existing

before starting acting, we have to push an "end mark" with a

"long time-stamp" to each real-time Trk. The "long time

stamp" could be the piece length or some big number that can

prohibit the merging buffer of the real-time Trks from

receiving a bufend signal before the end of the Seq. The

function setreal_time_Trks() was implemented for this
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purpose.

The function presetbuffers() is used to fill up M merging

buffers before the acting of Seq. Surely, we need to set

m_enable[1..M] to be TRUE, mcnt[1..M] as well as

noteoncnt[1..M] to be zero in this function and use the

following code segment in C to initialize these buffers:

for(i=1 ;i<=M;i++)
{

while(m_enable[i]) callmergingbuffer(i);
}

Since there are only M output ports, but there are N tracks

in a Seq where N may be greater than M, we need the function

set mergetable() to direct each Trk to one of the M-1

ports. Note: I left one port for the exclusive use of the

real time data. That is to say, any data stream generated

after the Seq starts acting will be merged by the Mth

merging buffer and directed to the Mth port. To avoid

the situation where some ports are idle while the others

keep very busy, we may apply some estimation function to

arrange the Trks by averaging the load of each port or

simply direct the Trk[i] to port j in the condition that

(i mod (M-1)) + 1 == j) and i=1 to N, j=1 to M-1
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By invoking the acting function, the setconvert_index()

will be executed first to adjust the convert_index[1..N]

to the right note event according to the time flow tf (or

song position) of the Seq. The setmerge_table() will then

set the merge_table[1..M-1], and the presetbuffer() will

fill up the merging buffers to MAX (note-ON events). Before

any event can be emitted, the process set up_IO_environment

will initialize the MIDI interface, and after that, the

algorithm will be in an infinite acting loop until the user

or the system decides to stop this process.

I can also stop the acting process automatically by

examining the situation whether every merging buffer has

been pointed to the bufend mark.

The stop acting process is used to shut off the sounding

notes which have not been turned off by their note-OFF

events before receiving the STOP interrupt. We can simply

examine the buffers from the current event that buf_index[]

is pointing to, and emit these note-OFF events with the time

stamp tf.

The real_time_function() in the acting procedure must be

designed carefully! Since my system only have one CPU

, the maximum execution time of real-time functions can not

exceed 15 ms assuming that the highest tempo speed is 240

B.P.M, the shortest note is the 64th note (7 ticks in my

system).
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The result of real-time functions should be stored in

Trk#(M+1) to Trk#(M+MAXRT) with the time stamps greater

than or equal to the current time flow tf. Although the

execution time of the real_time_function() is limited, I

can still obtain satisfactory results because most musical

pieces do not use such a fast tempo and do not have a lot of

64th notes.

The procedure store_real_timeTrks() is used to store the

real-time Trks (if any ) to become "fixed Trks" if the user

desires to. It will also clear the space of the real-time

Trks.

The callmergingbuffer() is the producer while the emit()

is the consumer. I use noteoncnt[1..M] to monitor the

note-ON and non-note event numbers of each buffer. If this

number falls below MIN, and when an senddatarequest[n]

has been detected, its corresponding buffer "n" will be

enabled and callmerging_buffer(n) will be executed until

noteoncnt[n] reaches MAX. Once the system emit a note-ON

or non-note event, I decrease the noteoncnt[] by one. I

also use mcnt[] to count the event number of each buffer.

The potential extension of not using this number to control

the size of buffers will be discussed in section 8.

Examine the call_merging_buffer(n) again. The step s2 is

used to select a Trk whose time stamp of the next event

(event') is the smallest one among those Trks directed to
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buffer#n which has not met their capacity. According

to this selected note', the algorithm push both note-ON and

note-OFF events to buffer#n and increase mcnt[n] by 2, and

noteonont[n] by 1. (Remember that the time stamp of this

note-OFF event is (note'.t + note'.dur).)

Checking the step s1 of pushbuffer() in Figure 6, I

arrange the elements of each buffer in incremental order by

using one sorting and merging step. Because of the special

distribution of notes' durations in regular musical pieces,

the durations of notes will not overlap much. The sorting

operation can be finished very quickly if we search from the

end of each buffer. This algorithm guarantees the note-OFF

event of one note event will not be emitted before its note-

ON event if we set MIN > 0.

3.6 An Analogy

Here is a picture of an acting Seq: There are M cannons

and each cannon has 1 storage shelf with MAX storage space

to store cannon balls. The cannon balls are numbered and

won't explode until other "signal cannon balls" with the

same number as the emitted one are emitted. There is one

commander for each cannon. They put a number and a fuse on

each cannon ball. The length of the fuse is decided

according to the time schedule made by the general who

stamps the exact launch time for every cannon ball ( the
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length is proportional to the difference of the time stamp

of two adjacent balls ). There are also M preparation

soldiers" whose task is to arrange the cannon balls in

incremental order according to the time stamp on each cannon

ball. Before the war starts, the "preparation soldier" of

each cannon fills up his shelf. As the war begins, the

"fire soldier" of each cannon takes the first cannon ball

from his shelf and light its fuse. The "preparation

soldiers" can take a rest if the number of their cannon

balls on their shelves is still big enough ( Z MIN ),

otherwise, they need to fill two balls, (i.e. one regular

ball and one signal ball) to the selves every time that a

cannon ball has been lit. The war will stop if the

general says STOP or they are all out of cannon balls.

The Seq is the model war. The general is the user; the

cannon balls are the note-ON MIDI events while the "signal

cannon balls" are the note-OFF events. The storage shelves

are the merging buffers. The cooperation of the preparation

soldiers and the commanders is the call mergingbuffer

function, and the fire soldier is the emit function in

acting.

3.7 Examples

Example 5 : Assume M=2 and there are only 2 Tracks in the

Seq. Since one output port will be reserved for the use of
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real time data, the system has only left one output port for

the fixed Trks of Seq. Hence, only one buffer will be

prompted in this case. The two fixed tracks have the

following contents

Trk#1: note[1][] --- Trk#2: note[2][]-

t dur pit vel t dur pit vel

0 30 56 48 0 60 98 100
60 30 79 66 30 120 99 103
120 30 67 78 120 30 110 110
180 30 77 66 240 120 107 102
240 30 78 78 270 60 105 100
300 30 58 90 290 10 111 103
360 30 60 60 340 20 104 101
420 30 65 58 360 480 102 112
450 -1 0 0 840 -1 0 0

Assume tf=0 when the acting() function was invoked. Then

after executing the setconvertindex(), both

convertindex[1] and convertindex[2] will be equal to 1.

The set mergetable() function will direct both Trk#1 and

Trk#2 to buffer#1 by setting merge_table[l] & mergetable[2]

to be 1.

Let's set MAX=5, MIN1, channel[1]=1 and channel[2]=3.

After the presetbuffers() function, buffer#1 will have the

following contents
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After setting up the I/O environment, the acting loop will

be considered. The MIDI events in the above figure will be

emitted one by one. Every time a MIDI event is

emitted, bufindex[1] will be increased by one and

note_on_cnt[l] will be decreased by one, if that event is a

note-ON event. The process will be repeated until

note on cnt[1] = MIN. This will cause the algorithm to set

the menable[1] to 1 and execute callmerging_buffer(1)

again and again until the note_on_cnt[1] reaches MAX.

Prior to this time, the buffer should appear as follows

(omit the emitted ones):

Mt dt vall val2
---- ---- - --_ ---- tf=60
90 144 79 0 bufindex[1]=7
1.20 144 67 78 m_enable[1]=1
150 146 99 0 noteoncnt[1]=1
150 144 67 0 mi_cnt[1]=4

mt dt vall val2
---- ---- ---- ---- _ Lf:0

0 144 56 48
0 146 98 100 convertindex[1]=4

30 144 56 0 convertindex[2]=3
30 146 99 103
60 146 98 0 noteon_cnt[1]=5
60 144 79 66 m_cnt[1]=10
90 144 79 0

120 144 67 78 m_enable[1]=0
150 146 99 0 buf_index[l]=1
150 144 67 0
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After the algorithm fills the buffer again, the buffer

will appear:

mt dt vall val2

90 144 79 0 tf=60
120 144 67 78
120 146 110 110 convert_index[1=6
150 146 99 0 convert-index[3]=5
150 144 67 0
150 146 110 0 noteoncnt[1]=5
180 144 77 66 mcnt[1]=12
210 144 77 0
240 144 78 78 m_enable=0
240 146 107 102 bufindex[1]=7
270 144 78 0
360 146 107 0

The following demonstrates the progress of the acting

process by showing the buffer contents before and after

each time when the algorithm fills the buffer.

mt dt val val2

240 146 107 102
270 144 78 0
360 146 107 0

tf=240
buf index[1]=16
m_enable[1]1
noteoncnt[1]=1
mcnt[1]=3

Vi



mt dt vail vai2

240 146 107 102
270 144 78 0
270 146 105 100
290 146 111 103
300 146 111 0
300 144 58 90
330 146 105 0
330 144 58 0
340 146 104 101
360 146 107 0
360 146 104 0

tf=240

convertindex[1]=7
convertindex[2]=8

noteon_cnt[1]=5

m_cnt[1]=11

menable[1]=0

bufindex[1]=16

f II
mt dt vall vai2 tf=300

------ buf index[1]=22

330 146 105 0 menable[1]=1
330 144 58 0 note_on_cnt[1]=1
340 146 104 101 mcnt[1]=5

360 146 107 0
360 146 104 0

mt dt vall val2 tf=300

330 146 105 0 trackend[1]=1
330 144 58 0 trackend[2]=1
340 146 104 101
360 146 107 0 note_on_cnt[1]=5
360 146 104 0 m_cnt[1]=13
360 144 60 60
360 146 102 112 m_enabie[1]=0
390 144 60 0 buf_index[1]=22
420 144 65 58
450 144 65 0
480 144 70 76
510 144 70 0
840 146 102 0

34
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Example 6 : Assume M=3, MAX=3, MIN=1 and there are three

Tracks in the Seq. In this situation, Trk#1 and Trk#3 will

be directed to buffer#1, Trk#2 will be directed to buffer#2

by the setmergetable() function. These tracks have the

following contents

-Trk#1:note[1] []-
t dur pit vel

0 30 56 48
60 30 79 66

120 30 67 78
180 30 77 66
240 30 78 78
300 30 58 90
360 30 60 60
420 30 65 58
450 -1 0 0

Trk#2:note[2][]-
t dur pit vel

500 20 98 100
530 40 99 103!
560 20 110 110
590 40 107 102
620 20 105 100
650 40 111 103
680 20 104 101
710 40 102 112
750 -1 0 0

-Trk#3:note[3][]-
t dur pit vel

10 60 87 88
60 40 66 78
70 30 74 74
90 120 65 61
95 110 67 59

210 -1 0 0

After executing the presetbuffers() function, the two

buffers will contain the MIDI events respectively

m_buf[]I][] m_buf[2][] tf=0
convert_index[1]=3

mt dt v1 v2 mt dt v1 v2 convert index[2]=4
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- convert index[3]=2

0 144 56 48 500 144 98 100 noteoncnt[1]=3
10 145 87 88 520 144 98 0 noteoncnt[2]=3
30 144 56 0 530 144 99 103 m_cnt[1]=6
60 144 79 66 560 144 110 110 m_cnt[2]=6
70 145 87 0 570 144 99 0 buf_index[1]=1
90 144 79 0 580 144 110 0 buf_index[2]=1

4y
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m_buf[1][] mbuf[21[] jtf=10
mt dt vi v2 mt dt vi v2 m_enable[1]=1

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- m_enable[2]=0

30 144 56 0 500 144 98 100 note_on_cnt[1]=0
60 144 79 66 520 144 98 0 note_on_cnt[2]=3
70 145 87 0 530 144 99 103 m_cnt[1]=4
90 144 79 0 560 144 110 110 m_cnt[2]=6

570 144 99 0 buf_index[1]=3
580 144 110 0 buf_index[2]=1

m_buf[1][] J m_buf[2][] tf=10
convertindex[1]=3

mt dt vi v2 mt dt vi v2 convertindex[2]=4
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- convertindex[3]=4
30 144 56 0 500 144 98 100 note_on_cnt[1]=3
60 144 79 66 520 144 98 0 note_on_cnt[2]=3
60 145 66 78 530 144 99 103 m_cnt[1]=8
70 145 87 0 560 144 110 110 m_cnt[2]=6
70 145 74 74 570 144 99 0 buf_index[1]=3
90 144 79 0 580 144 110 0 buf_index[2]=1

100 145 66 0 menable[1]=0
100 145 74 0 menable[2]=0

m_buf[1][] m_buf[2][] tf=60

mt dt vi v2 mt dt vi v2 m_enable[1]=1
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- m_enable[2]=0

70 145 87 0 500 144 98 100 noteon_cnt[1]=1
70 145 74 74 520 144 98 0 note_on_cnt[2]=3
90 144 79 0 530 144 99 103 m_cnt[1]=5

100 145 66 0 560 144 110 110 im_cnt[2]=6
100 145 74 0 570 144 99 0 buf_index[1]=6

580 144 110 0 buf_index[2]=1

*f



m_buf[1][]

mt dt

70 145
70 145
90 144
90 145
95 145

100 145
100 145
205 145
210 145

v1

87
74
79
65
67
66
74
67
65

v2

0
74
0

61
59
0
0
0
0

m_buf[2] []
+

mt

500
520
530
560
570
580

dt vi v2

144 98 100

144 98 0
144 99 103
144 110 110
144 99 0
144 110 0

tf=60
convert_index[ 1]=3
convertindex[2]=4
convertindex[3]=6
note_on_cnt[1]=3
note_on_cnt[2]=3
mcnt [1]=9
m_cnt[2]=6
buf_index[1B=6
buf_index[2]=1

mbuf[1][] mnbuf[2][] tf=90

mt dt v1 v2 mt dt v1 v2 menable[1]=1
--- --- --- --- --- --- ----_ _ _ m_enable[2]=o
95 145 67 59 500 144 98 100 note_on_cnt[1]=1

100 145 66 0 520 144 98 0 note_oncnt[2]=3
100 145 74 0 530 144 99 103 m_cnt[1]=5
205 145 67 0 560 144 110 110 m_cnt[2]=6
210 145 65 0 570 144 99 0 buf_index[1]=10

580 144 110 0 buf_index[2]=1

mbuf[1][] mbuf[2][] tf=90
trk_end[3]=1

mt dt vi v2 mt dt vi v2 convert_index[1]=5
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- convert_index[2]4

95 145 67 59 500 144 98 100 note_on_cnt[1]=3
100 145 66 0 520 144 98 0 note_on_cnt[2]=3
100 145 74 0 530 144 99 103 mi_cnt[1]=9
120 144 67 78 560 144 110 110 m_cnt[2]=6
150 144 67 0 570 144 99 0 bufindex[1]=10
180 144 77 66 580 144 110 0 bufindex[2]=1
205 145 67 0
210 145 65 0
210 144 77 0

I. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

37
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mbuf[1][] mbuf[2][] tf=120

mt dt vi v2 mt dt vi v2 m_enable[1]=1
-- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- menable[2]=0

150 144 67 0 500 144 98 100 note_on_cnt[1]=1
180 144 77 66 520 144 98 0 note_on_cnt[2]=3
205 145 67 0 530 144 99 103 m_cnt[1]=5
210 145 65 0 560 144 110 110 m_cnt[2]=6
210 144 77 0 570 144 99 0 buf_index[1]=14

580 144 110 0 bufindex[2]=1

m_buf[1][] mbuf[21[] tf=120
trk_end[3]=1

mt dt v1 v2 mt dt vi v2 convertindex[1]=7
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- convertindex[2]=4

150 144 67 0 500 144 98 100 note_on_cnt[1]=3
180 144 77 66 520 144 98 0 note_on_cnt[2]=3
205 145 67 0 530 144 99 103 m_cnt[1]=9
210 145 65 0 560 144 110 110 m_cnt[2]=6
210 144 77 0 570 144 99 0 buf_index[1]=14
240 144 78 78 580 144 110 0 bufindex[2]=1
270 144 78 0
300 144 58 90
330 144 58 0

mbuf[1][] mbuf[2][] tf=240

mt dt v1 v2 mt dt vi v2 m_enable[1=1
-- --- ---------- --------- m_enable[2=0

270 144 78 0 500 144 98 100 note_on_cnt[1]=1
300 144 58 90 520 144 98 0 note_on_cnt[2]=3
330 144 58 0 530 144 99 103 m_cnt[1}=3

560 144 110 110 m_cnt[2]=6
570 144 99 0 buf_index[1]=20
580 144 110 0 buf_index[2]=1

4V



m_buf[2][] tf=240

trk_end[1]=1
trk_end[3]=1
convertindex[2]=4
noteoncnt[1]=3
note_on_cnt[2]=3
m_cnt[1]=7

icnt[2]=6
buf_index[1]=20
buf_index[2]=1

v2

100
0

103
110
0
0

dt

144
144
144
144
144
144
144

vi

78
58
58
60
60
65
65

v2

0
90
0

60
0

58
0

it

500
520
530
560
570
580

dt

144
144
144
144
144
144

v1

98
98
99
110
99
110

mbuf[1] [ ] mn_buf[2] [ ] tf=530

mt dt vi v2 mt dt v1 v2
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- \ m_enable[2 =1

no_more[1]=1 560 144 110 110 m_cnt[2]=3
buf_end[1]=1 570 144 99 0 note_on_cnt[2]=1

580 144 110 0 buf_index[2]=4

m_buf[1][J mbuf[2][] tf=530

mt dt vi v2 mt dt vi v2
--- ------ - _--- m_enable[2]=0

no_more[1]=1 560 144 110 110 m_cnt[2]=7
buf_end[1]=1 570 144 99 0 note_on_cnt[2]=3

580 144 110 0 buf_index[2]=4
590 144 107 102
620 144 105 100
630 144 107 0
640 144 105 0

mbuf [ 1 ] [ ] mbuf [ 2 ] [ ] tf=590

mt dt vi v2 mt dt vi v2
m_enable[2]=1

nomore[1B]1 620 144 105 100 m_cnt[2]=3
buf_end[1]=1 630 144 107 0 note_on_cnt[2]=1

640 144 105 0 buf_index[2]=7

39

mt

270
300
330
360
390
420
450

I I

i

m_buf[1][ ]
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mbuf[1I[ I

mt dt v1 v2

nomore[1]=1
buf_end[1]=1

m_buf[2][]

mt

620
630
640
650
680
690
700

dt

144
144
144
144
144
144
144

v1

105
107
105
111
104
111
104

v2

100
0
0

103
101
.0
0

tf=590

menable[2]=0
m_cnt[2]7

noteon_cnt[2]=3
buf index[21=7

m_buf[1][] mbuf[2][ tf=650

mt dt v1 v2 mt dt v1 v2
--- --- r.------ --- --- --- --- m_enable[2]=1

nomore[]=1 680 144 104 101 m_cnt[2]=3
buf_end[1]=1 690 144 111 0 note_on_cnt[2]=1

700 144 104 0 buf_index[2]=11

mbuf[fl][] mbuf[2][] tf=650

mt dt v1 v2 mt dt v1 v2
--- --- --- -- --- --- --- --- _enable2]1
no_more[1]=1 680 144 104 101 m_cnt[2]=3
buf_end[1]=1 690 144 111 0 note_on_cnt[2]=1

700 144 104 0 buf_index[2]=11
710 144 102 112
750 144 102 0

mbuf[l][] mbuf[2][] tf=750

nt dt v1 v2 mt dt v1 v2

nomore[1]=1 no_more[2]=1
buf_end[1]=1 buf_end[2]=1

I

t-.--. s.
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From Example 5 and 6, we know that the events which have

been emitted will not be used again in the forgoing acting

loop. Hence, we can improve the algorithm by using link

lists to store the MIDI events of merging buffers, and by

decreasing the buf_index[i] by one each time the memory of

an emitted event of buffer#i has been released. In this

way, the memory space of the emitted events can be released

for other use.

3.8 Verification

Since I am using conditional bound-buffers, the most

important thing to verify is that:

note[i][convert_index[i]].t always y tf

If it is true, I can make sure that every note event will

be converted and emitted before tf counts to its time stamp

value. This also means the system will not emit the note-

OFF event for an emitted note-ON event unless the system has

emitted all events which are supposed to appear between

these two events if unbound buffers are used.

Consider the following extreme example:
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There is a n-note Trk whose Time-Stamp and dur values

are decided by the formulas

note[1][i].t=i

note[1][i].dur=2*(n-i) where i=1 to n

By playing this Trk, no note will be turned OFF until its

next note is turned OFF. That is to say this Trk will

turn one note ON every tick and will not turn any note

OFF before all notes have been turned ON. These sounding

notes will be closed in the order opposite to the order

they appeared.

In this example, there will be 2*(n-i) MIDI events between

the ith pair of noteON and note-OFF events if unbound

buffers were used. By applying our algorithm to this

example, the only possibility to "disable" the

callmerging buffer routine is when noteoncnt[1] >= MAX.

In this situation, there are 2*MAX MIDI events in buffers

(counted by mcnt[1]), and the ith pair of note_ON/OFF

events has 2*(MAX-i) events between them ( i=1 to MAX).

From this view, the merging behave exactly the same as the

unbound buffer.

Reviewing the algorithm again, we note that every time the

system emits a noteON event, it will also subtract

C= A L I1I J _L C
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noteoncnt by one. The routine acting() will keep

consuming the noteON events (by emitting them) until

noteoncnt[1] g MIN. Before the noteON event number falls

below MIN (I call this the critical situation), the

producer callmergingbuffer() will be enabled again. As

long as MIN > 0, acting() will always have the chance to

produce more note-ON events by calling call merging buffer()

before it consumes all note-ON events in the buffer. Hence,

after the critical situation, there will have been ( n-MAX )

note-ON events converted and emitted before meeting the

first note-OFF event. Consequently, there will be

2*(MAX+(n-MAX)-i) = 2*(n-i) MIDI events between a pair of

note_ON and note-OFF events. In this extreme example, the

result is the same as the unbound buffers'.

Consider the critical situation again where the value of tf

is set by copying the time stamp value of the last

emitted event, if the producer is not enabled, the tf will

become greater than note[i][convert_index[i]].t after next

emitting action for the next event is a note-OFF event and

the time stamp of all note-OFF events is greater than that

of note-ON events.

I stated that if MIN > 0, the producer will be enabled when

the critical situation takes place. So, before the critical

situation, I can guarantee note[i][convert_index[i]].t

always > tf. After the critical situation, the producer
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will be enabled until the counter reaches MAX again (which

is another critical situation). During this period,

note[i][convert_index[i]].t always equals to tf. Hence this

algorithm always keeps

note[i][tconvert_index[i] ].t k tf.

By modifying Example 3, if there is a note which can be

turned OFF before all noteON events are emitted. The above

verification also applies because the noteoncnt will not

be changed if a note-OFF event is emitted. As a

consequence, my algorithm works correctly without depending

on the characters of Seqs.

If the note number "n" in Example 3 is unbound, the merging-

buffers become unbound too. This is why I call it

"conditional bound-buffer." Practically, musical pieces

like Example 3 will never be reasonable.

Note that if I use mcnt[] to enable/disable the buffers

( the event number of the buffer), the above verification

can not hold any more because the buffers may be filled up

with MAX note-OFF events, then the producer will not be

enabled. Thus, note[i][convert index[i]].t could be < tf.

After the producer has been enabled again, the note_ON MIDI

event converted from the next note event pointed by

convertindex will be merged before the position of
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bufindex. As a result, this note_ON will not be emitted

and cause a mistake.

Example 8 : Assume a Seq only have one Trk with the

following contents

Trk#1: note[1][]-

t dur pit vel

0 60 56 48
10 50 79 66
20 40 67 78
30 30 77 66

Let's control the producer

by m cnt and set MAX=4 MIN=2.

We have the following buffer snapshot

-,_buf[1][I
mt dt v1 v2

0 144 56 48
10 144 79 66
60 144 56 0
60 144 79 0

mbuf[ [1][I
mt dt v1 v2

60 144 56 0
60 144 79 0

mbif[1][I
mt dt v1 v2

20 144 67 78
60 144 56 0
60 144 79 0
60 144 67 0

<--- buf_index[1]

<---buf_index[1]

<----buf index[1]
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It can be obviously seen that the note-ON event

"20 144 67 78" will not be emitted because the buf_index[1I

has passed its position.



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION & FUTURE DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES

4.1 Future Works

Review Example 7 in Chapter III. We know that buffer#1 is

working very hard while buffer#2 keeps idle in the first

500 ticks. To avoid this uneven situation, two more.things

can be done:

1) Averag the load of each buffer by replacing

setmerge_table() by some estimation function before

starting acting Seq. As in Example 7, if we set

mergetable[1]=mergetable[2]=1, and mergetable[3]=2,

buffer#2 will be able to finish within 210 ticks while

buffer#1 needs not do much "merging work" because

Trk#1 and Trk#2 don't overlap with each other. So

port#2 can be closed after the 210th tick, and port#1

can release from heavy load.

2) Arrange the merge_table[] dynamically. This means we can

rearrange the merge_table[] while Seq is acting by

monitoring the load of each buffer. Examining the

"merging buffer algorithm" again, we can redirect Trk#i

(which has been previously directed to buffer#j) to

47
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buffer#k as long as

note[i][convert_index[i]].t >= ttf[k]

This also satisfies our 4th goal. If the track number

N is smaller than the port number M, we can further

divide the contents of some tracks and direct these

divisions to the empty port(s). It also implies that

if no real time data appears, the system still can make

use of the Mth port which it defaulted to the use of real

time data.

Another possibility is to adjust the value of MAX to save

the time spent switching the producers ON/OFF. If the

memory is enough to hold the whole converted MIDI events of

Seq, the merging buffer is equivalent to the unbound buffer

by setting MAX to be max( notes[] ), where notes[] is the

note event number of each track. In this case, the

presetbuffer() function will fill all MIDI events of Seq to

each buffer. Then the producers will never be enabled in

the acting loop since all necessary converting work has been

done.

Note that the value of MAX can be adjusted dynamically

when the Seq is acting. Assume that the maximum time of

filling up the buffers is maxt. We have maxt = O(MAX).

Because the maxt should be less than the shortest duration

between any two MIDI events, we can set MAX to be a function
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of tf and get max_t = O(MAX(tf)). By monitoring the density

of MIDI events in every buffer, some other estimation

function can be applied to decide the value of MAX

corresponding to tf and the available core memory size to

optimize its performance.

Since this is only a part of the complete environment,

a lot of works can be explored to refine the editing part

of the Seq. 4.2 gives some applications which take

benefits from the definitions I made so far.

4.2 Application

This algorithm has been implemented in the software

MusicSculptor. The following is its general description.

It takes the advantage of the convenience of our data

structure and the powerful capabilities of real time

controls.

Description of MusicSculptor

MusicSculptor is a Real-Time MIDI environment specially

designed for algorithmic composition. However, its

powerful functions also allow less involved users to

accomplish tasks they may expect from a "regular MIDI

sequencer,'" but with even greater capabilities.

The heart of this program is built by a special real-time

parallel merging and buffering technology which makes every
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real-time control of MIDI messages possible. Users can

employ the computer mouse to control all MIDI non-note

messages while the program is playing, just like using a

Pitch-Bender, a Volume-Slider or a Modulation-Wheel on a

MIDI keyboard. Every message from the computer mouse can be

recorded and becomes a part of the original music piece.

MusicSculptor also offers a real-time Auto-Mixer which

controls the volumes of each MIDI channel and works like a

smart automatic mixer in a music studio. A real-time

Conductor which allows users to change the tempo in real

time is also available. All messages from the Auto-Mixer

and Conductor can be fitted into the original music piece

and/or be changed while MusicSculptor is playing.

The most outstanding value of this program is that every

musical parameter can be generated and/or controlled

separately. Not only can it record music pieces from MIDI

keyboard, but also record specified music parameters (such

as the Time-On attack stamp, pitch values, velocity values

and the duration of notes) as patterns and then users can

use tools offered either in this program or in the Library

to process the generated patterns. It also has some handy

functions that can generate and/or process data for any

musical parameters, such as the User-defined-distribution

Random Number Generator for musical parameters, the Motif

Functions---retrogradation, inversion, rescaling, modulation
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and transposition--for musical parameters, the Pitch Class

Filter and the Scale Transformer for pitches, the Advanced

Dynamic Control--complex velocity control based on any kind

of curve--for velocities, the Auto-Articulation Function for

durations and so on. Users can even write their own

programs to generate data that can later be read in as the

values of any musical parameter. The Advanced File Reader

not only has the ability to process "multi-channeled note-

scores," but also can read files with multi-field data.

With this exclusive function, almost any kind of musical

application programs which can generate files in proper

format can be applied to the MusicSculptor. Another power

editing function is the Form Sculptor. It's a looping and

montage function which can specify the interleave rest time

between loop.

In addition, MusicSculptor has a Librarian which manages the

access of programs in the Library, a collection of programs

that can be called into the environment of MusicSculptor.

These programs function independently, yet the data they

generate can be directly passed into MusicSculptor at the

end of the execution. With the combination of the Advanced

File Reader and the Librarian, we can offer the computer

music world a free, powerful and flexible environment.

Moreover, a well-designed routine for drawing graphic curves

is capable of generating Effect Files which can be used
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freely in MusicSculptor. Curves can be assigned to any

musical parameter, processed by Motif Functions, and

transformed by any Transformer, etc. Here are some

applications : users can use the mouse or mathematical

formulas to draw curves and then assign these curves to

pitches with the effect of Scale Transformer, which

consequently obtains a melodic line of a certain scale; the

Effect Curves can be assigned to the velocity parameter to

produce a "super dynamic" effect; the Effect Curves can also

be assigned to any note to control the very details that a

note could have, say the pitch bend, volume change as well

as the modulation control within one note. Furthermore,

MusicSculptor allows these detail-controlling curves, the

Effect Curves, to work simultaneously! Amazingly, users

can do as much detail-control of notes as they want without

using any extra memory space after loading the Effect Files

into MusicSculptor as Effect Curves.

Furthermore, MusicSculptor can import/export standard MIDI

files for both format 0 and format 1. This enables

MusicSculptor to communicate with any other application

programs which can generate/receive standard MIDI files.

For instance, we can put some musical notation program into

the Librarian and invoke that program right in

MusicSculptor without terminating the execution of

MusicSculptor. This Capability is devoted to the virtual

memory architecture underlaying in the MusicSculptor and the
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Librarian program/message manager. In this way, we can

release from the memory limitation of DOS operating system

and combine as many applications as we want into

MusicSculptor. Also, due to the virtual memory

architecture, MusicSculptor can still handle extremely long

sequences. The only limitation is the space of the hard

disk.

MusicSculptor is truly what its name implies. It not only

provides musical material for the users, but virtually all

the tools which allow the users to create a musical work, as

well as the capability to make one's own creation.

4.3 Conclusion

Instead of using a static unbound buffer to build the heart

of my desired environment, I have developed this powerful

and efficient technique to meet my requirements.

Not only have musical results have achieved successfully,

but also its expandable future can really satisfy the

demands of the interactive multi-media environment as well.

As long as the "video modules" can communicate with the data

base by sending some signals (interrupts) to my system,

My system can then activate some default musical pattern

corresponding to the signal received. The real time

variable properties of the merging buffers can switch
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pattern to pattern, change the pattern, or create new

patterns under the same signal received from the video

modules in the condition that the t field of the first note

event of the pattern is greater than or equal to ttf[k] of

buffer#k.

This algorithm can furthermore be adjusted to apply to robot

control by scheduling some default job (pattern) with

limited time (the duration), and while that job is runing,

its future work can be adjusted by changing the job or

creating new jobs according to the information received

(signal) while the original work is going on.

"The strict demands forced me to implement this algorithm,

and this powerful algorithm reveals a lot of possibilities

to investigate."
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